Conquering Adversity Chris Novak
conquering adversity - media.hometeamsonline - adversity, chris shares six strategies - affirmation,
expectation, communication, locomo- tion, collaboration and celebration - that make a difference in our
professional and personal lives. volume 24, no. 12 colgate university december 22, 2006 - conquering adversity
 chris novak friday, january 12, 10:00  11:30 a.m. in 1998, a personal tragedy had a profound
impact on chris and on his life. his website describes his keynote in the following way: conquering adversity is
about discovering the hero we all have inside. it is an inspiring roadmap to help us navigate the storms of our life personal and/or professional - and an ... volume 25, no. 1 colgate university - and finally, on friday, chris novak
gave an inspiring, unforgettable presentation about the skills that are necessary to conquer adversity in our
personal and professional lives.
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